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Abstract
Bulk structural properties of single phase crystalline (Mo0.91V0.09)5O14 and (Mo0.68V0.23W0.09)5O14 materials were investigated using in situ X-ray
diffraction and in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy at three metal edges. Temperature programmed experiments in reducing (propene) and
oxidizing (oxygen) atmosphere and isothermal redox experiments at 773 K revealed differences in the bulk properties of the two phases studied.
A structure stabilizing effect of tungsten in (MoVW)5O14 under oxidizing conditions was found. Moreover, tungsten centers in a (MoVW) dioxide material exert a structure-directing effect towards re-oxidation to a Mo5O14-type structure.
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1. Introduction
Molybdenum containing metal oxide catalysts selectively oxidize propene to acrylic acid. The ability of molybdenum to occur in various coordination geometries
gives rise to a high structural diversity of the mixed transition metal oxides. Catalytically active sites in these mixed
oxides may be stabilized by characteristic structural motifs
induced by the cationic composition [1,2]. Small amounts
of V or W in Mo oxides may result in the formation of
(MoV) oxides and (MoVW) oxides that crystallize in the
tetragonal Mo5O14 structure [3]. This structure has been
suggested to represent the motif of the active phase for the
selective oxidation of acrolein into acrylic acid [4,5]. The
Mo5O14 structure corresponds to a pentagonal column
phase with a narrow phase width and an open structure with
five- and six-fold channels parallel to the c-axis [6]. Several
possible compositions with various cations stabilizing the
Mo5O14 structure have been described in the literature
[7,8,9,10,11,12,13].
Here, (MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14 have been prepared as crystalline single phase materials exhibiting catalytic activity in the selective oxidation of propene [14,23].
In situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) and in situ X-ray absorp-

tion spectroscopy (XAS) combined with online gas phase
analysis are used to explore the structural evolution of these
single phase Mo5O14-type materials under varying reactive
atmospheres. XRD and XAS give access to both the long
range order of the materials and the local structure around
the metal centers in these mixed oxides.

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation
The precursor of the (MoVW)5O14 material was prepared as described previously [14]. Ammonium heptamolybdate (AHM) (c = 0.963 mol/L) and ammonium
metatungstate (AMT) (c = 0.27 mol/L) were dissolved in
bidestilled water at 353 K. V2O5 was dissolved in an
aqueous solution of 1.93 mol/L oxalic acid at 353 K (vanadyl oxalate aqueous solution c = 0.379 mol/L). The solutions were mixed in a 2 L batch and heated to 353 K for 1
h. After spray-drying of the mixed solutions the resulting
material was calcined for 2 h in synthetic air at 623 K and
the heated for 2 h in helium at 713 K. The metal content in
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the (MoVW)5O14 phase amounted to 68 mol-% Mo, 23
mol-% V, and 9 mol-% W.
The (MoV)5O14 material was prepared as follows. An
aqueous solution of vanadyl oxalate was obtained by dissolving 7.7 mg V2O5 and 15.9 mg oxalic acid in 132 ml
water. The resulting blue solution was mixed with a solution of 200 mg AHM in 500 ml water at 353 K. After stirring at this temperature for 1 h, the solution was spraydried. The spray-dried powder was treated in helium at 773
K for 4 h followed by dissolution of impurities in 1 mol/L
ammonia solution at 313 K for 5 min. Subsequently, the
resulting material was heated in helium to 773 K for 4 h.
The metal content in the (MoV)5O14 phase amounted to 91
mol-% Mo and 9 mol-% V.

2.2. In situ X-ray diffraction
Combined in situ XRD/MS experiments were performed on a STOE Theta/Theta diffractometer (secondary
Si (111) monochromator, Cu K radiation). 30-80 mg of
the powdered (MoVW)5O14 or (MoV)5O14 were used. The
diffractometer was equipped with a XRK 900 high temperature cell from Anton Paar. All measurements were conducted under atmospheric pressure in flowing atmosphere
at 100 ml/min. The gas phase composition at the cell outlet
was analyzed on line with a mass spectrometer (Omnistar,
QMS Pfeiffer). Ex situ XRD measurements were performed on a STOE STADI-P diffractometer with a Ge
(111) primary monochromator and a position sensitive
detector. Phase analysis was performed using the
DIFFRAC PLUS evaluation software [15]. Structure refinement was conducted using the TOPAS 3 software
package [16] and single crystal structure data from the inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD [17]).

2.3. In situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy
XAS measurements were performed in the
transmission mode at the Mo K edge (19.999 keV),
W LIII (10.204 keV) edge, and at the V K edge (5.465
keV) at beamline X1 and E4 at the Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor, HASYLAB, respectively.
The experiments were conducted in a flow reactor of
~ 4 ml volume at atmospheric pressure in 30 ml/min
flowing reactants. The gas phase composition at the
cell outlet was analyzed on line with a mass spectrometer (Omnistar, QMS Pfeiffer). 30 mg BN were
mixed with about 8 mg sample, ground, and pressed
at a force of 1 ton into a pellet of 5 mm in diameter.
The resulting edge jump amounted to Δμ~1 at the Mo
K edge, Δμ~0.2-0.3 at the V K edge, and Δμ~0.8 at
the W LIII edge. Data processing and analysis was
performed with the software package WinXAS 3.1
[18]. The photon energy was calibrated to a spectrum
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of the corresponding metal. First order polynomials
were chosen for background subtraction. Third order
(Mo K edge) or second order (V K edge, W LIII edge)
polynomials were used for normalization. Average
valences of vanadium were determined from the preedge peak height [19]. The average valence of molybdenum was obtained from analyzing the Mo K
edge position according to a previously reported procedure [20].

2.4. Reduction and re-oxidation experiments
The structural evolution of (MoVW)5O14 and
(MoV)5O14 was investigated during temperatureprogrammed and isothermal experiments. Temperature-programmed XAS and XRD measurements were
conducted in reducing (10 % propene) and oxidizing
(20 % oxygen) atmospheres in the temperature range
from 300 K to 773 K. A heating rate of 3 K/min
(XAS) or 0.4 K/min (XRD, average heating rate) was
used. Prior to the isothermal redox experiments,
(MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14 were heated in helium
to 773 K at a heating rate of 10 K/min. The structural
stability of the materials in helium at 773 K was confirmed by XRD and XAS. Subsequently, the atmosphere was switched to 10 % propene or 10 %
hydrogen at 773 K and XRD or XAS scans were
measured until the sample was completely reduced.
The resulting materials were re-oxidized in 20% oxygen at 773 K and XRD or XAS scans were measured
until complete re-oxidation. In addition, XRD and
XAS scans were measured at 300 K before and after
the temperature-programmed and isothermal experiments.

3. Results
3.1. Characterization
(MoV)5O14

of

(MoVW)5O14

and

Phase purity of the (MoV)5O14 and the (MoVW)5O14
materials used was verified by XRD [21]. Lattice constants
obtained from the refinement of the tetragonal Mo5O14
structure (ICSD [27202]) to the experimental XRD pattern
are given in Table 1. No detectable amounts of amorphous
materials were found in a XRD analysis of a mixture of 50
% (MoVW)5O14 and 50 % -Al2O3 as internal standard.
The characteristic XRD pattern of the Mo5O14 structure is
given in Figure 1a. Transmission electron microscopy investigations showed only the Mo5O14-type structures in
(MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14.
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Table 1: Lattice constants from XRD refinement of tetragonal
(MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14 based on ICSD [27202]

a [Å]
c [Å]

(MoV)5O14

(MoVW)5O14

22.88
4.00

22.76
3.99

Figure 1: In situ XRD of sample (MoVW)5O14 during redox experiment: heating in helium to 773 K, isothermal at 773 K reduction
in 10% propene, re-oxidation in 20% oxygen.

3

that contains less vanadium showed an expansion of the aaxis, shortening of the b- and c-axis, and an increased unit
cell volume. Upon switching to 20 % oxygen at 773 K, the
(MoVW) dioxide was re-oxidized and the resulting oxide
exhibited the Mo5O14-type structure of the initial
(MoVW)5O14 material (Figure 1c). Conversely, reoxidation of the (MoV) dioxide in 20 % oxygen at 773 K
resulted in an orthorhombic MoO3-type structure (Figure
2c). No intermediate Mo oxide phases were detectable in
the XRD patterns during reduction and re-oxidation.
Temperature-programmed XRD measurements in
10% propene yielded an onset of reduction of the
(MoVW)5O14 material to a monoclinic MoO2-type structure
at 723 K. Conversely, reduction of (MoV)5O14 to a monoclinic MoO2-type structure started already at 673 K. During
temperature
programmed
thermal
treatment
of
(MoVW)5O14 in 20 % oxygen, the Mo5O14-type structure
was stable up to 773 K. No oxidation or decomposition was
observed. Conversely, the Mo5O14-type structure of
(MoV)5O14 was stable during treatment in 20 % oxygen
only below 723 K. Above 723 K the Mo5O14-type structure
of (MoV)5O14 slowly decomposed and was oxidized into a
MoO3-type structure.

In situ XAS
Very similar Mo K near-edge spectra of
(MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14 are indicative of molybdenum centers in a similar local structural coordination in
both materials. The same holds for the local structure
around the V centers in (MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14 (Figure 4). Compared to the V K edge spectra of VO2 and V2O5

Figure 2: In situ XRD of (MoV)5O14 during redox experiment:
heating of sample in helium to 773 K, isothermal at 773 K reduction in 10% propene, re-oxidation in 20% oxygen.

3.2. Redox properties of (MoVW)5O14 and
(MoV)5O14
In situ X-ray diffraction
The Mo5O14-type structure of (MoVW)5O14 and
(MoV)5O14 was stable during heating in helium to 773 K
(Figure 1a and Figure 2a). Under reducing conditions in 10
% propene at 773 K, the (MoV)5O14 and (MoVW)5O14
materials were completely transformed into monoclinic
MoO2-type structures (Figure 1b and Figure 2b). Lattice
constants obtained from a refinement of a MoO2 model
structure (ICSD [23722]) to the patterns of the MoO2-type
phases are given in Table 2. Compared to the (MoVW)
dioxide, the lattice constants of the (MoV) dioxide material

Figure 3: XANES spectra measured at the Mo K edge, W LIII
edge, and V K edge of initial (MoVW)5O14 and re-oxidized
(MoVW) oxide.
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Figure 5: XANES spectra taken at the Mo K edge of re-oxidized
(MoV) oxide after reduction in 10% propene compared to a MoO 3
reference.

Figure 4: XANES spectra taken at V K edge of the initial
(MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14 compared to references VO2 and
V2O5.

references, the average valence of the V centers in
(MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14 amounts to about 4.5. Nearedge spectra at the Mo K, V K, and W LIII edges of the
initial (MoVW)5O14 are shown in Figure 3. Moreover, Figure 3 depicts the near-edge spectra of the (MoVW)5O14
material obtained after a cycle of reduction in propene and
re-oxidation at 773 K. Apparently, a similar local and electronic structure of all metal centers is found in the initial
and the re-oxidized (MoVW)5O14 material. Conversely, the
Mo K (Figure 5) and V K near-edge spectra of the initial
(MoV)5O14 and the re-oxidized material indicate a different
local structure around the molybdenum and vanadium centers. Moreover, compared to the spectrum of a MoO3 reference (Figure 5), the Mo centers in the MoO3-type structure
of the re-oxidized (MoV) oxide exhibit a slightly reduced
average valence (~ 5.8) and a different local structure. The
latter maybe due to the incorporation of vanadium centers
in the MoO3-type structure. Furthermore, XRD analysis of
the material obtained from re-oxidizing the (MoV) dioxide
yielded a minor amount of a mixed MoxV2-xO5 phase (e.g.
0.5 % Mo0.56V1.44O5 ICSD [24338]).
Mo centers in the as-prepared (MoVW)5O14 and
(MoV)5O14 materials exhibited an average valence of less
than 6 (~ 5.8). A similarly reduced average valence was
observed for the Mo centers in the Mo5O14-type structure
obtained from re-oxidizing the (MoVW) dioxide. Conversely, the Mo centers in the MoO3-type structure obtained from re-oxidizing the (MoV) dioxide exhibit an
average valence of about 6 (Figure 5). The local structure
and the average valence of the Mo centers in the (MoVW)

Figure 6: XANES spectra of (MoVW) oxide and (MoV) oxide at
the Mo K edge after reduction in 10% propene compared to a
MoO2 reference.

dioxide and the (MoV) dioxide were similar to those of the
Mo centers in MoO2 (Figure 6). Slight differences are indicative of the incorporation of V and W in the corresponding MoO2-type structures. The V K near-edge spectra of the
dioxides obtained from reducing the corresponding
Mo5O14-type oxides in propene at 773 K are depicted in
Figure 7. Apparently, the average valance and the local
structure of the V centers in the dioxide materials is similar
to those of the V centers in V2O3.
Mo K near-edge spectra measured during temperature programmed treatment of (MoVW)5O14 and
(MoV)5O14 in 10 % propene showed an onset of transformation into a MoO2-type structure at a temperature of ~
685 K. Conversely, V K and W LIII near-edge spectra
measured during treatment of (MoVW)5O14 and (MoV)5O14
in 10 % propene exhibited an onset of structural changes at
~ 650 K. In particular, a decrease in the characteristic V K
pre-edge peak height at ~ 650 K was observed. This is indicative of an onset of reduction of the V centers in the
Mo5O14-type structures prior to a detectable reduction of
the Mo centers. The detailed EXAFS analysis of the structural changes occurring during thermal treatment of the
Mo5O14-type materials is underway.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Influence of vanadium on electronic and
geometric structure
Partially reduced vanadium centers in selective oxidation catalysts are assumed to enhance the hydrogen abstraction from hydrocarbon reactants. Accordingly, in the
Mo5O14-type metal oxides investigated, the V centers exhibit an average valence of less than 5 (Figure 4). During
thermal treatment under reducing conditions, the V centers
are reduced prior to the Mo or W centers. This may be in
agreement with a participation of the V centers in the active
site of Mo5O14-type catalysts for selective oxidation. Conversely, the W centers in the mixed oxide catalysts may
rather play a structural role than being involved in the catalytic cycle. The (MoVW) dioxide and (MoV) dioxide obtained from reduction of the Mo5O14-type materials exhibit
a reduced average valence of the V centers (Figure 7) compared the Mo centers (Figure 6). This is in agreement with
previous reports on the average valence of V centers in
vanadium oxides doped with up to 10 % molybdenum [22].
There, the authors did not detect changes in the Mo average
valence but reduction of vanadium to preserve electro neutrality of the materials.
The long-range structural data presented indicate an
influence of the V centers on the geometric structure of the
Mo5O14-type materials studied. (MoVW)5O14 and
(MoV)5O14 were prepared with different amounts of vanadium (i.e. 23 % and 9 %). Accordingly, a decrease in the
lattice constants (Table 1) and the volume of the unit cell
was found with an increasing V content. Moreover, the
distortion of the dioxide phases obtained from reduction of
the Mo5O14-type materials from the nearly rutile type MoO2
also increases with increasing V content (Table 2). In
agreement with Vegard’s law, the smaller size of the vanadium centers compared to Mo and W results in a reduced
unit cell volume of the mixed oxides. Hence, (MoVW)
dioxide possesses a smaller unit cell volume than (MoV)
dioxide.

4.2. Stabilizing effect of tungsten in Mo5O14type structures
(MoV)5O14 and (MoVW)5O14 were transformed into
a monoclinic MoO2-type phase (Figure 1 and Figure 2)
during thermal treatment under reducing conditions (10 %
propene) at about 670 K and 720 K, respectively. During
treatment under oxidizing conditions (20 % oxygen), the
Mo5O14-type structure of (MoVW)5O14 was stable at 773
K. Conversely, the (MoV)5O14 material slowly undergoes a
phase transformation into MoO3-type material starting at
723 K. Apparently, the (MoVW)5O14 material exhibited a
higher stability under reducing and oxidizing conditions
compared to the tungsten-free (MoV)5O14 material. The
onset temperature of the transformation of (MoV)5O14 in
oxygen into the MoO3-type structure is close to the onset

Figure 7: XANES spectra of (MoVW) oxide and (MoV) oxide at
the V K edge after reduction in 10% propene compared to a V2O3
reference.

Table 2: Lattice constants from XRD refinement of monoclinic
(MoVW) dioxide and (MoV) dioxide based on ICSD [23722]

a [Å]
b [Å]
c [Å]
 [°]

(MoV) dioxide

(MoVW) dioxide

5.69
4.79
5.56
121.17

5.63
4.84
5.61
121.00

temperature of the reduction of (MoV)5O14 in propene. On
the one hand, the oxygen mobility in the oxide materials is
a prerequisite for both, reduction to the MoO2-type phase
and oxidation to the MoO3-type phase. On the other hand,
tungsten in the (MoVW)5O14 material stabilizes the
Mo5O14-type structure and prevents complete oxidation,
even under conditions of sufficient oxygen mobility and a
high oxidation potential of the gas phase.
The stabilizing and structure directing effect of
tungsten in the (MoVW) oxide is particularly apparent in
the re-oxidation behavior of the corresponding (MoVW)
dioxide. The tungsten centers in the MoO2-type material
obtained from reducing (MoVW)5O14 exert a strong structure-directing effect under oxidizing conditions. Eventually, re-oxidation of the (MoVW) dioxide leads to the reformation of the Mo5O14 structure. It has been frequently
reported, that the Mo5O14-type structure can be obtained
from thermal treatment of suitable molecular mixed metal
precursors [14]. The corresponding reaction proceeds
through a series of polycondensation steps resulting in the
three-dimensional Mo5O14 structure. Here we have shown
for the first time that it is possible to transform the tetragonal (MoVW)5O14 material into a monoclinic MoO2-type
structure, and to then re-oxidize the (MoVW) dioxide into
the Mo5O14-type structure. This striking ability is most
likely due to the single cation position in the monoclinic
structure which does not provide a driving force for further
cation rearrangement. Further structural studies on the un-
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derlying mechanism of this solid-gas reaction are underway.
Similar to our (MoVW)5O14 material, the reduction
and re-oxidation properties of a (MoVNb)5O14 system as a
suitable model catalyst have been recently discussed [23].
The (MoVW)5O14 material studied here combines suitable
redox properties with a sufficient catalytic performance
[24]. Therefore, it can be used as a model system for the
redox behavior of the more complex MoVTeNb oxides
applied in the selective oxidation of propane.

6

a (MoVW) dioxide material obtained from reducing
(MoVW)5O14 exert a pronounced structure-directing effect
under re-oxidation conditions. The effect of tungsten centers on the particular bulk structural properties of
(MoVW)5O14 may account for the structural promoting
effect of tungsten in selective oxidation.
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5. Summary
Bulk structural properties and stabilities of crystalline
single
phase
(Mo0.91V0.09)5O14
and
(Mo0.68V0.23W0.09)5O14 phases were investigated under reducing and oxidizing reaction conditions. A stabilizing
effect of tungsten in the (MoVW)5O14 sample under oxidizing conditions was found. Additionally, tungsten centers in
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